Yes ENGINEERING…

COMPLETE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS
Challenging the approach to engineering design
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Our industry is changing!
Intelligent modelling, 3D design,
ultra efficient operation and life
cycle thinking are no longer
optional extras.
Choosing a consultant at the forefront of
modern design technology and processes
enables efficient design, construction and
operation of your project. Integration is the
key. Your goals, our innovation and a team
approach to holistic design.

ENGINEERING

Complete engineering solutions
Challenging the approach to engineering design

Complete Engineering Solutions

exceptional service
at every stage
The economic climate continues to challenge
design innovation, build and operational cost
efficiency. Whilst at the same time energy
considerations have become a way of life.
One-stop working with a well established, complete
engineering solutions organisation with a flexible
approach to your needs is a logical prerequisite
for providing a truly ‘Whole Building’ focus for any
engineering project. Our range of experience from
hotels to airport infrastructure to crowd modelling
means no project is too complex or too small to be
delivered. Our commitment to delivering innovative
and efficient solutions remains the same.

AeMs Headquarters
Canary Wharf

Daniel Boulud Restaurant
Knightsbridge
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sophisticated design
tools and technology

Futureproofing with BIM
Our innovative engineering solutions simplify and improve the design and construction
phases of a project and provide opportunities for dramatic improvements in lifetime
operational costs. At the heart of this is YES Engineering’s utilisation of the latest CAD
and BIM technology.
As early adopters in the use of BIM (Building Information Modelling) technology, YES
Engineering have been utilising REVIT as our standard building design platform for our MEP
and Structural teams since 2006.
Our 3D design platform, REVIT, offers much more than great visual representations of building
projects. Incorporating rule sets and equipment specifications as well as details within the
model, builds intelligence into our designs. This allows automatic coordination checks not
only with physical building elements but also with less obvious criteria such as maintenance
access, heat dissipation zones and regulatory requirements.
A BIM designed and constructed project allows an ongoing tool for the property owner to
efficiently maintain and modify over the lifecycle of the building. Integration with FM tool
sets allows information within the model to be used to schedule maintenance tasks, allocate
running costs, or test proposed alterations for high level impact quickly and efficiently. Money
is saved not only during the construction phase but throughout the life of the building.

BIM Visualisation

Complete Engineering Solutions
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stadium capacity modelling

Complex Environmental Modelling
Data Centres are an example of a complex environment requiring
high resilience and performance under demanding environmental
conditions requiring a balanced design of power demand,
temperature control and efficiency.
YES Engineering have extensive experience in the design,
commissioning and operation of high resilience sites from 100m2
comms rooms to 5000m2 Data Centres.

Crowd modelling
Our specialist transport team develop bespoke crowd
planning and modelling tools, and use sophisticated
simulation software, to accurately model the
movement of large pedestrian and crowd flows for
a variety of land uses including global sports events
and transport infrastructure projects. Our experience
and knowledge cover the detailed assessment
of both temporary and permanent infrastructure,
identifying and proposing solutions that address the
safety, comfort and atmosphere requirements for
pedestrians and spectators.

Our Data Centre design techniques include the latest in BIM modelling
coupled with full CFD modelling and analysis capability.

Car park ventilation CFD analysis

Harrow and Wealdstone station
Pedestrian flow modelling
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Global reach
Rising to the challenge
YES Engineering operates from offices in London and the Midlands covering
the UK, delivering projects successfully and overcoming the challenges of
increasing financial constraints and technical issues.
In addition to projects completed in these areas we have successfully delivered an
increasing number of projects in continental Europe. Utilising a network of close
associates undertaking validation of local regulatory requirements on our behalf.
Projects range from Infrastructure design for a €1.4B development in Bucharest,
Romania to building surveys in Umea, Sweden. Recent projects have been
undertaken in Italy, Russia, Romania, Switzerland, Poland, Sweden, Ireland, Spain
and New Zealand.
Through our close relationship with the Beca Group and Poch Group, YES
Engineering are able to call on a wealth of international best practice from Asia
Pacific through to South America.

Galeria słoneczna, Poland

Commercial plaza, Doha

Pipera City, Bucharest

Complete Engineering Solutions

sKY City VIP Casino, New Zealand
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specialist skills
Historic buildings
A big part of looking forward involves respecting
and protecting the past.
Our sense of identity and who we are is derived from our heritage, much
of which is reflected in the buildings and monuments of the time. It is for
this reason that a great importance is placed on protecting and preserving
these structures.
YES Engineering have a great depth of experience in the assessment and
development of proposals to conserve and adapt historic buildings to a new
use. We have created a solid link to Britain’s heritage by providing and applying
practical, historical and conservation engineering.

Complete Engineering Solutions
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Commissioning management
Buildings, along with their occupants, are ever changing…
… and systems need to be capable of adapting to meet those changing needs.
If a system cannot be commissioned correctly then the effort and expense of design
and installation has been wasted. The commissioning process needs to be managed
carefully to deliver to the client a fully operational building with the associated record
documentation.
YES Engineering provide a comprehensive Commissioning Management service that is tailored
to the client’s needs, from off-site reviews through to full site based monitoring and management.
A correctly commissioned building is an efficient building saving on running costs and reducing
the impact on the environment.

Sustainability
Our clients are embracing sustainability…
The challenge for Yes Engineering is to deliver new initiatives and dynamic solutions
to help our clients achieve their sustainability objectives.
Yes Engineering believes that a sustainable organisation maintains a balance between the
expectations of its stakeholders and the needs of the environment and community in which
it operates.
Yes Engineering strives to be innovative and resourceful by providing affordable, progressive
solutions to meet the increasing environmental demands of our clients. Being creative is simply a
question of attitude and our ability to remain at the forefront of innovation is what sets us apart.
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Areas of expertise
Mechanical, Electrical and Public Health Engineering
Detailed designs or performance specifications
Existing systems surveys and reports
Specialist lift expertise
Specialist sustainable engineering expertise
Pre-acquisition and building condition surveys
EPC, DEC and air conditioning reports in line with the
latest EU Energy Directive
IT infrastructure
Infrastructure master planning
Commissioning Management
Commissionability review
Independent commissioning database management
Witnessing / sign-off
Program management
Structural / Civil Engineering
Foundations and retaining structures
Concrete, steel, masonry, timber structures
Refurbishments / Regeneration
Roads and external works
Inspections and reports
Temporary works
Historical / Listed buildings
Sports grounds
Planning Advice
Pre-planning reports and Section 106 advice
Planning applications
Transport Engineering
Transport modelling and analysis
Development planning and Transport assessments
Road safety audits
Traffic engineering
Crowd flow analysis and modelling
Station and interchange planning

Oxford Airport
Oxford

Complete Engineering Solutions

A broad range…
of Market Sectors
Airports
Data and telecommunications infrastructure
Hotels and resorts
Commercial office
Multi-use infrastructure
High resilience sites and data centres
Leisure complexes
Education
Entertainment and expo centres
Health
Retail
Industrial
Residential
Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Hyde Park

Transport
Ports and harbours
Rail
Sport

Map of medicine
London
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“Since 2004 BCHF has successfully delivered projects for a broad client
base across the UK and Europe and has established strong relationships with
excellent clients. The journey has seen a continued growth in the services and
expertise that we provide, with the 2012 name change to ‘YES Engineering’
epitomising our proactive and flexible approach.
Myself and the team at YES Engineering look forward to continuing to build on
our professional and personal relationships with our clients and the industry.”
Greg Parker
General Manager

Telephone: +44 (0)20 7566 0060

ENGINEERING

Fax: +44 (0)870 420 5072
www.yeseng.co.uk

London

Midlands

36/37 Featherstone St.
London
EC1Y 8QZ

The Moat House
133 Newport Road
Stafford ST16 2EZ

